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We proudly present the new and improved Magnetic Nail Design Catalogue! 
In this catalogue you will fi nd a  wealth of knowledge that you can implement 
in your work directly. Over thirty years of practical information is translated to 
the products you will fi nd in these pages. Magnetic o� ers absolute top quality 
products that have revolutionized the nail industry! Always looking at trends 
and the demands of the market, true innovation and servicing our clients is our 
main goal.

In this catalogue you will fi nd all the key information that you need to make a 
good decision when choosing between the products that we o� er you. � e 
aim of Mey Liang, the founder of the company, has always been growing the 
market through proper education and consistent products. � is has resulted 
in � e Magnetic Nail Academy: the place where you can get education at the 
highest level, given by skilled and certifi ed Magnetic Trainers.

� e Magnetic Nail Academy and the Magnetic products are available through a 
network of professional distributors world wide. All these distributors have been 
educated in the usage of the products and are able to help you and answer any 
of your questions. 

We constantly improve and add new products to the extending line of 
Magnetic all of which are tested in salons before launching them. Because we 
fi rmly believe that you, the nail technician, has a right to demand the absolute 
best!

� e passion for nails is not something that we can give you, but when you share 
this passion we can give you everything you need…..

We are Magnetic…..are you?

Contact

Headquarters
Magnetic Nail Design B.V. / Magnetic Nail Academy
Stemerdingweg 3
3769 CE Soesterberg 
the Netherlands
Tel. +31 (0) 346-350525, fax +31 (0) 0346-350971
e-mail: info@magneticnaildesign.com
website: www.magneticnaildesign.com

Stamp distributor
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As mother nature intended...
Natural Look
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Good Manufacturing 
Practises (GMP)

Anyone seriously involved in the cosmetic industry knows 
that the European Community sets strict rules in regard 
to the development and manufacturing of cosmetics. All 
these rules are incorporated in the “European Cosmetic 

Regulation” stating which raw materials are allowed for use in cosmetics 
and even more important in what way products should be presented 
to both the professional market as to the general public; labeling and 
packaging playing a decisive roll! 

Nowadays the “European Cosmetic Regulation” also stresses 
the importance of “Good Manufacturing Practises”. In 
the past already every company manufacturing cosmetic 
products should have someone on board able to perform 
the necessary risk analyses and this person also should be 
certified to guarantee the safety when using the product. 
Now every manufacturing company should comply with 
the ISO 22716: GMP for Cosmetic Industry. GMP stands for 
“Good Manufactering Practises” in short meaning that all 
production activities like mixing, filling and packing should 
be performed under the highest hygienic conditions and 
that every step in the production process should be properly 
documented and that all results should be checked in detail. 
This documentation should be stored and kept correctly 
so as to be able to trace mistakes even months after the 
fact. A complex system that looks simple but in fact asks 
for a clear and a by strict procedures regulated organization, 
well trained and disciplined staff and most of all a strong 
motivation to do everything right the first time!

Because Magnetic has been been active in bringing 
products to the market not only in The Netherlands, but 
also throughout Europe and even beyond that, we have to 
be very serious and cautious to all the rules implied by the 
“European Cosmetic Regulation”. And that is why we, already 
12 years ago, decided to ask Marga Jansen, our chemist and 
quality manager to join our organization. A decision that 
assured us of an in depth knowledge of all cosmetic and 
other regulations. As she knows everything about our raw 
materials and the products made and is also fully certified 
to certify our product range, no product will ever reach the 
market if she did not sign up for the safety of them. Without 
her signature no new Magnetic products!
Marga is also responsible for setting up the quality control 
system now in place, a system we have been working on 
for many years, training our staff and implementing it to 
the fullest and by doing so laying the basics for our GMP 
certification.

Three years ago as management, we decided to further 
improve our production activities in such a way that all 
processes would comply with the highest standards. Not 
only because the regulatory institutions force us to do so, but 
solely because Magnetic in her Mission Statement specified 
that quality management needs the highest priority. Starting 
point, not because we are forced so!
Our efforts were rewarded when an auditor of French SGS 
looked into all ins and outs of our organization en in the end 
had to admit that only seldom a company is so well equipped 
and organized with such motivated staff. Something to be 
proud of as we as an organization and as staff of Magnetic 
comply with all demands posed by the ISO 22716: “Good 
Manufacturing Practises for Cosmetic Industry” And with 
that certification we assure our customers that our products 
are surrounded by the utmost care! For us quality awareness 
has the highest priority!

“GMP stands for “Good 
Manufacturing Practises” in short 

meaning that all production activities 
like mixing, filling and packing should 

be performed under the highest 
hygienic conditions”
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Gel is the passion and 
throbbing heart of Magnetic
Magnetic o� ers the nail technicians endless 
possibilities, freedom of choice and combinations. 
Just imagine the nails that you want to create, and 
we will give you the possibilities…. Whatever the 
condition of the natural nails you can adjust the 
gels to mirror the level of fl exibility. � e advanced 
oligo structure combined with plasticizing agents 
create durable nails with superior adhesion without 
the use of primers. � e controlled photo initiation 
ensures a balanced curing process preventing 
discoloration and excessive heat build up. � e 
Magnetic gels have set the international standard 
for gels and are recognized as such by the industry. 
Constant evaluation and testing by the best nail 
technicians allows Magnetic to constantly improve 
the formulations to fi t the needs and to react 
to changes in the market. Gel is our passion and 
improvement is our goal.

Sample Jars
All Gels and Acrylics are available in small 5 gram 
jars for testing purposes, at home or in your studio. 
� e Color will indicate whether it’s a Builder, 
Overlay or Top Gel.

GEL SYSTEM Magnetic Gels offer 
unparalleled benefits to 
the nail technician:
Superior adhesion:
Molecular chains that actively attach to the natural nail 
promoting strong adhesive bonds resulting in unequaled 
adhesion.

Lifelike flexibility:
Flexibility that matches the needs of the natural nail, o� ering 
multi-purpose usage.

Light in feel and wear:
� e light weight structure allows the gel to follow the 
movements of the natural nail ensuring comfortable wear.

Various viscosities:
� e advanced Oligo Systems combined with superior 
plasticizing agents allow the nail technicians complete freedom 
and gives a solution for every need and demand.

Brilliant glasslike shine and clarity:
� e mirror like high shine fi nish acts as a barrier against solvents 
and a perfect end result.

Controlled Photo Initiators:
Regulated curing prevents heat build-up during the service and 
gives a stable complete cure, preventing service break-down.

Revolutionary UV Filters:
Prevent discoloring and yellowing elongating the life span of the 
nails to unparalleled heights.

Deep and dramatic colors:
Pre-pigmentation enhances the depth of color and 
the overall look of the nails.

Complete odour free:
Ensuring a comfortable salon 
environment.
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Flexible Hard

Flexible Hard

Flexible Hard

Flexible Hard

Flexible Hard

Choosing the right gel
Choosing the right gel from our 
extensive range is mostly infl uenced 
by the desired viscosity of the gel.
� e lower the viscosity the thinner 
the gel is, the higher the viscosity 
the thicker the gel feels during the 
application. � ere are di� erent 
infl uences that a� ect the viscosity 
of the gel.

The composition of the gel:
Longer chains of bigger molecules give the gel a 
thicker feel, making these gels ideal for extending 
the nail on forms or building the apex of the nail. 

The Sheer:
� e more you work with the gel the thinner the 
gel becomes. When the technician stops working 
the gel, the gel gets back to its original state and 
thickness. � is is especially helpful when it is very 
cold and the gels has di�  culty self-leveling.

The temperature:
We strongly recommend an even salon 
temperature and storing your gels in a cool, 
dark place. Big di� erences in temperature and 
direct sunlight exposure a� ect the gels.

Flexindicator:
� e “Flex Indicator” is an unique feature positioned 
on the side of the jar. You can see at a glance 
whether a gel is hard or fl exible. � e more blocks 
the harder the gel is after curing.

UV Standard Gel
� e UV Standard Gel has a low viscosity, making it 
ideal for multi layer application. � is gel gives a hard 
end result to the nail and is highly suitable for natural 
nail overlays. � e UV standard gel is an all in one 
gel, it can be used as an adhesion layer, to build the 
structure and it can be bu� ed to a high shine. � is 
gel is ideal for beginning nail technicians because of 
its ease of application. 2 minute curing time.

UV Standard Builder Gel
� is thick and Crystal Clear Builder Gel is similar to 
the UV Standard Gel but has a higher viscosity making it 
ideal for use on the natural nail, on tips and when using 
forms. � e main benefi t of the UV Standard Builder Gels 
is the extreme easy self-leveling of the gel ensuring superior 
ease of application. Like the UV Standard Gel this gel is an all 
in one gel that can be used as an adhesion layer, to build the 
nail with and it can be bu� ed to a mirror like shine.

Sculpting Gel
� e Sculpting gel is great to make Pink nails on 
forms, due to the intense pigmentation and the 
stronger structure. � e Sculpting gel has a great 
pinch ability ensuring an even c-curve. � e curing 
time is 2 minutes and the gel is available in pink. 

Flash Gels
Two di� erent types; � in and � ick. � e Flash 
Gels create very fl exible nails that can be applied 
in one layer and the gel is highly suitable to make 
longer nails. � e gel is self leveling and is extremely 
easy in use. � e Flash Gels cannot be bu� ed to a 
high shine and have to be sealed with Top Gel. � e 
curing time for Flash Gels is 2 minutes. Flash Gel is 
available in Clear, in 30 and 50g. jars.

Sculpting Fiber Gel
Fiber Gel combines brightness of gel, strength of 
Fiberglass and workability of acrylics. Fiber Gel can 
be easily pinched. With this product you can create 
a beautiful thin French Manicure. � e Extender 
Fiber Gel is a unique product that can be used 
to build nails and to create beautiful smile lines. 
Due to the fact that the Sculpting Fiber Gel shines 
after being polished, the use of Top Gel remains 
unnecessary. Cure each layer of the Fiber Gel 2 to 3 
minutes in the lamp. Available in 30g and 50g jars. 

Standard Gels
  Low viscosity, thin syrup like consistency

  Very hard after curing, non fl exible

  Can be pinched and keeps its shape

  Can be bu� ed to a high shine or sealed 
with Top Gel

  Can be used on tips or to reinforce the 
natural nail

  Suitable for normal and hard natural nails

Standard Builder Gels
  Average viscosity, thicker syrup like 

consistency

  Medium hard and fl exible after curing

  Can be pinched and keeps its shape

  Can be bu� ed to a high shine or sealed 
with Top Gel

  Can be used for all di� erent techniques; 
on tips, the natural nail and on forms

  Suitable for beginning and advanced 
technicians

  Suitable for normal and hard natural nails

Sculpting Gels
  Medium high viscosity, honey like 

consistency

  Medium hard and fl exible after curing

  Can be pinched and keeps its shape

  Can be bu� ed to a high shine or sealed 
with Top Gel

  Perfect workability on forms

  Ideal for French manicure nails

  Great in warmer climates

  Suitable for normal and hard natural nails

Flash Gels
  Very high viscosity, hair gel like consistency

  Very light and soft in wear

  Flexible after curing

  Has to be sealed with Top Gel

  Can be used on tips or forms

  Self leveling

  Great in warmer climates

  Available in a thin and a thick version to 
cater to your demands

  Suitable for all nail types but especially for 
weak, soft and damaged natural nails

Sculpting Fiber Gel
  A high viscosity
  Very strong and hard nails
  Very light in weight
  Can be applied very thin
  Can be used on tips and forms
  Ideal for all nail services, 

truly multi usage
  the brightness of Gel
  the strenght of Fiberglass
  the workability of Acrylics

Flexible Hard

UV Standard Gel Clear 
5g.  104169
30g.  104139
50g.  104108

UV Standard Gel Pink 
5g.     104170
30g.  104140
50g.  104109

UV Standard Builder Gel Clear 
5g.     104160
30g.  104130 
50g.  104100

UV Standard Builder Gel White
5g.     104161
30g.  104131
50g.  104101

UV Standard Builder Gel Pink
5g.     104163
30g.  104133
50g.  104103

Sculpting Gel Pink 
5g.     104166
30g.  104136 
50g.  104106 

Flash Gel Clear � ick
5g.     104164
30g.  104134
50g.  104104

Flash Gel Clear � in 
5g.     104165
30g.  104135 
50g.  104105

Sculpting Fiber 
Gel Extender
5g.  104177
30g.  104148 

Sculpting Fiber Gel White
5g.     104175
30g.  104146 

Sculpting Fiber Gel Pink
5g.     104176
30g.  104147
50g.  104113

Scultping Fiber Gel Clear
5g.     104174
30g.  104144 
50g.  104110

For more strength in every gel
   Super fine powder
   Easy application

   Great for refill treatment
  Can be used in all gels & Gepolish

REINFORCINGPOWDER
SPRAY  FOR  GEL  &  GELPOL ISH

Available in 35g. jar and spray 
35g. 103401

35g. spray 103402

“Extremely 
easy in use”
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Magnetic has Nail Plate Extender in di� erent skin 
colors for a perfect match: � ese gels are suitable 
to give a single color overlay not for building nails.

Jelena Relic, International Magnetic Trainer 
and Magnetic Ambassador representing 
the Balkan area.

Create the shape of the nail on the form with a very  thin 
layer of Standard Builder Gel Clear and cure the nails in the 
UV lamp.

Choose a suitable color Nail Plate Extender based on the skin 
tone of your client and apply it with a Click On Oval brush. 
Cure for  40 seconds.

Now pinch the nails by applying pressure with the tweezers. 
Use a black pinching  clamp in order to keep the product in 
shape during the curing process. Cure the nail in the UV lamp 
for about 2 -3 minutes.

Apply Sculpting Gel Pink at the cuticle area so that there will 
be no visible line between the nailplate extender and natural 
nail. Cure 2 min.

Wipe o�  the sticky residue with a Nail Wipe and Prep & Wipe. 
With the electric fi le cut in your smile line.

Jelena corrects the smile line with an Emery Board 100/180 to 
make it smooth and perfect. Remove dust from the nail with 
a nail wipe and Prep & Wipe. Be careful to prevent excessive 
fi ling on the thin clear free edge to prevent breakage.

When you place the form in the correct manner, it will create 
a deep c-curve. � is is especially important when working 
with gel.

Prepare the nails as usual. Apply the Magnetic Competition Nail 
Form enforced with Nail Form Support  under the free edge of 
the natural nail

Apply Fibergel White (or any other white builder gel of choice) 
thinly to the free edge with a slightly smaller brush, like the 
Premium Gel No. 4, so you can work very precisely. 

Be careful when applying the White Gel to the smile line. You can 
use a small Nail Art Brush for the corners of the smile line. Cure for 
3 minutes . Apply a second layer of White Gel and cure the nails 
for 30 – 40 seconds. 

Pinch the nails, using the Gel Clamp on the nail, and allow the nail 
to cure in the UV lamp for 3 minutes.

Wipe the sticky layer with Prep Wipe, use the Magnetic fi ling 
steps to fi nish the nail. I have used :Emery board 100/180, 
boomerang zebra 100/180 and Flexi zebra 100/180

Use a Smooth Operator to remove any deep scratches. � en 
make the nail dust-free and wipe it with a Nail Wipe and Nail 
Cleanser. Make sure the nail is completely dust-free before 
applying the last layer of gel.

� e end result.Apply a thin layer of Soak Of Top Gel and cure the nail 
for 2 minutes.

French Manicure Gel on formMaking it smile…..The French Manicure gels & Extenders:
Magnetic o� ers colors and viscosities to suit every need and whish. When choosing the correct gel for your needs you 
fi rst have to decide whether or not you want a Builder Gel to extend the free edge or if you prefer to work with a polish- 
on gel that is used as a last layer underneath the Top Gel.

French Manicure polish-on Gels
� e main benefi t of using a polish-on gel is the 
ease of application also during the fi ll. � e polish-
on gels are applied on top of the bu� ed nail, prior 
to application of the Top Gel of your choice.
All the polish-on gels share the same features:

  � e gels give only color not strength!

  Always stir the gels before use to distribute 
the pigments evenly

  Always apply the gel in two thin layers 
instead of one thick layer.

  Apply the gel to one nail at a time and fl ash cure 

  Easy application

  � ere are three di� erent options

Off White color Gel 
� is polish-on gel gives the most natural looking 
French. O�  White color gel cures in 2-3 minutes.

O�  White color gel 
15g 106271

Extreme White Gel:
� e Extreme White Gel is the brightest white gel 
in the Magnetic Gel range. � e Extreme White Gel 
cures in 4 minutes without a sticky layer. � is white 
Gel can be used on fi berglass in combination with 
Supreme Finish, on gel nails and on acrylic nails.

Extreme White Gel 
5g.    104172
15g. 104142

We recommend to use the Premium Gel Brush 6 
to evenly form your smile lines. 

Premium Gel Brush 6 
176048

� e Extreme White Gel is also ideal for nail art and 
designer nails. Extreme White is available in 30g jars.

Ultra White Gel
� is white polish-on gel is slightly softer in color 
than the Extreme White Gel. Always seal the Ultra 
White Gel with Top Gel. � e curing time is 2-3 
minutes. Ultra White Gel is available in jars of 15 
and 30gr.

Ultra White Gel 
5g   104173
15g 106001
30g 104143

French manicure 
Builder Gels
White Builder Gel
White Builder gel gives a natural color and can be 
used to repair natural nails. � e Sculpting Gel White 
gives a dramatic white free edge and is suitable to 
create deep smile lines.

White builder gel
5g    104161
30g 104131
50g 104101

Super White sculpting Gel
� is super white gel is very suitable to build the free 
edge. With this gel you create the brightest French 
Manicure and the viscosity of the gel is perfect to use 
forms and tips. � e Super White Sculpting Gel is a 
must have for all gel specialists. 

Super White sculpting gel
5g    104167
30g 104137

Nail Plate Extenders
Magnetic offers Nail Plate Extender gels in various colors 
and with different effects. All the Nail Plate Extenders 
share the same characteristics:

  Low viscosity

  Stir the gel from time to time because the 
pigments sink to the bottom of the jar.

  Not suitable for building or extending the nails, 
Nail Plate Extender does not give strength or 
structure.

  Always use an adhesion layer made with clear 
or pink gel to prevent lifting

  Cure time for Nail Plate extenders is 2 minutes 
per layer.

“Use the 
Scratchless 

bu� er prior to 
application of 
the Extreme 

White Gel”

Nail Plate Extender 5g.  104171
Nail Plate Extender 15g. 104040
Nail Plate Extender 30g. 104141

For a more festive appearance 
Magnetic Sparkling Nudes are the 
Extender Gels with glitter e� ect!

Sparkling Nudes 
Silver 15g. 
106295
Sparkling Nudes 
Gold 15g. 
106296
Sparkling Nudes Pink 15g. 
106297 

Sparkling White Gels 
106298 
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Like mother nature intended
Natural Look

� e � ere is nothing more beautiful than an artifi cial nail 
that looks like a real nail. With these 7 Natural White 
gels you choose the right color for the free edge and 
exactly match the color of the client’s nails. With this 
technique you’re fi nished much quicker and there’s 
no need to do a follow up treatment for the free edge, 
it will grow out invisible. When your customer has 
natural nails and she breaks one, it’s easy to fi x 
without being visible.

For the most natural result, you must choose the right color of Natural White gel. Write on your client card which 
color you choose for future reference. To help you in choosing the right color you must look at the natural nail. 
If there is no free edge, you can look at the teeth, or the white of the eye of the customer, this corresponds to the 
color of the free edge.

Step by step Natural Look

15

For the most natural result, you must choose the right color of Natural White gel. Write on your client card which 
color you choose for future reference. To help you in choosing the right color you must look at the natural nail. 
If there is no free edge, you can look at the teeth, or the white of the eye of the customer, this corresponds to the 

Step 1.
Choose the right color Natural White 

Gel for the free edge to exactly match 
the color of the client’s nails. It’s 
best to choose the right color in 
daylight or underneath an Adjust-
a-Lite table lamp. If not, chances 

are the color you choose will not 
match perfectly.

Step 2.
Gently push back the cuticle and 

remove the Pterygium with a Pro 
Pusher. � e remaining Pterygium 
may result in lifting of the artifi cial 
product. Now remove the shine 
from the nail with a 240 grit fi le. 

If the nails are very thin or damaged, 
skip this and clean the nails with Prep  

 & Wipe. Apply a thin layer of Seal & 
Protect Solution (130007) over the entire natural nail and cure 
for 2 minutes in the UV lamp or 1.5 minute in the Twinlight. 
Remove excess Seal & Protect Solution with a dry Nail Wipe. 
� e surface of the nail remains shiny. Seal & Protect Solution 
improves the adhesion and the condition of damaged nails.

Step 3.
Place the form, make sure the form fi ts 

well to the natural nail to prevent 
cracks. Apply a little bit of Fibergel 
Base for Natural Nails (104301) on 
the natural nail. Do not cure!

Step 4.
Take the chosen Natural White, place 

the brush with the clean side on 
the form and “rol” the gel o�  your 
brush. Apply the gel against the 
natural nail and correct the shape 
of the free edge. � e base gel 

and Natural White gel will 
fl ow into each other for a 

natural transition.� is allows 
the nail to grow without visible outgrowth. 
Cure for 2 minutes in the UV lamp or 1.5 
minute in the Twinlight.

Step 5. 
Take a Buildergel Clear of choice and 

apply a thin layer over the entire 
surface of the nail. Do not cure this 
layer. Take a little bit of Buildergel 
and apply it to the nail at the stress 
point. Create a natural curve from 

the cuticle to the free edge and 
make sure the stress point of the nail is 

reinforced enough.

Step 6. 
For extra strength with a very 

thin application you can spray 
Reinforcing Powder (103402) on 
the nail before the gel is cured. 
Cure for 2 minutes in the UV lamp 
or 1.5 minute in the Twinlight. 

Apply a layer of Clear Gel and cure. 
Remove the stickey layer   

 with Prep & Wipe.

Step 7. 
Remove the form and fi le the nail in the 

desired shape with an emery board. 
� e surface of the nail is fi led with a 
180 grit Hygienic File. Use a White 
Block to remove scratches from the 
nail by making circular movements. Bu�  

the nail to a high shine with a Diamond 
Bu� er and an Ultimate Shiner. When the  

 nails serve as a base for a Gelpolish treatment it’s  
 not necessary to fi le the nails to a high shine.

Step 8.
� e end result; nails that cannot be 

distinguished from real nails, the 
perfect artifi cial nail!

When your customer has natural nails and breaks a nail, you 
can easily recover the broken nail invisible with this 
technique. Because the color of the free edge is 
identical to the color of the natural nail, 
you also cannot see the di� erence 
at the free edge.

Tip: for an even more natural result 
you can choose to fi nish the nail with 
Matt Top gel instead of bu�  ng the 
nail to a high shine.
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Check our website for a complete overview!

� e Fiber Gels 
 have the same features:

  the clarity of Gel
  the workability of acrylic 
  the strength of Fiberglass

With Fiber Gels you can make thin and durable nails 
with a deep pinched c-curve. With the new colors you 

can really make perfect French Manicure nails!

� e Pink Fiber Gel has a soft pink tint that fi ts every nail bed and 
gives a healthy glow. � e Fiber Gel does not fl ow exessively while 
working but self levels. � e heat generation during the curing is kept to 
a minimum and the adhesion is sublime.

� e White Fiber Gel has a creamy white color for a natural looking 
French Manicure. � e gel is bright and stabilized so it does not turn 
yellow while wearing. � e white fi ber gel can be applied directly to the 
nail form or tip.

� e Extender Fiber Gel is the ideal choice for every client with a less 
attractive natural nail bed. Because the Extender gel is a Builder gel, 
you can build up the apex of the nail giving you a perfect result much 
faster. Always use a thin layer of Clear or Pink Fiber Gel underneath the 
Extender gel for optimum adhesion. 

Magnetic Fibergel suits every type of natural nail and every client’s 
requirement. But for very weak nails we recommend the use of 
a fl exible gel, such as Ultra Builder or Flash Gels. Fibergel cures in 
2 minutes per layer and the nails can be made unsurpassed thin 
without breaking or cracking.  Besides salon use, Fibergel is also great 
for technicians that compete in competitions. 

Prepare the natural nail as usual and apply the 
form. Apply an base layer of clear Fiber Gel over the 
natural nail and on the form, creating the length and 
shape of the nail. Cure this layer for 2 minutes.

Remove the form carefully and sharpen the smile 
line with an Emery Board 100/180. Remove dust 
from the nail and clean the nail with Nail Cleanser. 
Apply Gelpolish Bond on the extension edge for 
better adhesion of the White Fiber Gel. 

Use the Extender Fiber Gel to extend the nail bed. 
Fade the Extender Fiber Gel to the cuticle area. Cure 
for 2 minutes. 

Use 2 layers of White Fiber Gel on the free edge and 
cure each layer for 2 minutes. Remove the stickey 
layer with Finishing Wipe. 

Build the Nail Plate using Pink Fiber Gel and cure for 
2 minutes. Remove the sticky layer with Finishing 
Wipe or Prep & Wipe.

Shape the nail with an Emery Board 100/180 and 
Disposable Hygienic File 180 grit. Use a white Block 
to remove deep scratches. Seal the Nail with Top Gel.

Fiber Gel a complete system!

Do you want a product you can rely on? 
Want to create stunning nails? 
Do you want to bring the future into the salon?

Step by Step Fiber Gel

Magnetic Color Gels
� e Magnetic color gels give possibilities to the most discerning nail technician, ranging from a single color overlay to 
intricate design and nail art, Magnetic Color gels are the prime choice. � e thin viscosity and deeply pigmented color gels 
cure in 2 minutes. When the technician desires more color coverage we recommend to apply the color gel in 2 thin layers 
to prevent under curing of the gel. � e color gels are available in cream shades, metallic shades or pure glitter gel.

One Coat Color Gel
� e new generation in 1 layer One Coat Color Gels: the professional answer to the Gelpolish Hype. � ese One Coat 
Color Gels are suitable for nail art, an full overlay or in combination with the Gel Transfer Foil.

Gel Transfer Foil
Gel Transfer Foil is available in all kinds of prints, both in matt and metallic colors. � is Nail-Art tool o� ers you endless 
possibilities for experimentation! Can be used with One Coat Color Gels or the Glue for foils (118300).

Gel Paste
High pigmented gel for Nail Art designs. Ideal for fading and relief.  7.5ml (106800)

“When using color gel it is recommended to use a 
separate brush for the application, this will prevent color 

contamination of your other gels.”
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Chocolat

“Happiness. Simple as a glass of 
chocolate or tortuous as the heart. 

Bitter. Sweet. Alive.”Ultra Top Gel
� e Ultra Top Gel is the most fl exible Top Gel in 
the Magnetic range and has the most di� erent 
usages. � e Ultra Top Gel can be used over nail 
polish, can be used over nail art to seal the various 
elements and can be used on the natural nail 
for an even application at the cuticle area. It is 
important that the Ultra Top Gel is applied evenly 
over the nail in a thin layer to prevent shrinkage. 
� e Ultra Top Gel has to be cured 4 minutes. 

“When you fi nd that the surface of the Ultra 
Top Gel is dull this is a fi rst sign that you need 
to replace the UV bulbs of the lamp.”

“It is important that the 
Ultra Top Gel is applied evenly 
over the nail in a thin layer to 
prevent shrinkage”

Soak Off Top Gel
� is Top Gel is soak-able in 
acetone. � e Top Gel is medium 
fl exible and as such useable on 
all our traditional gels. � e main 
benefi t is that the Top Gel comes 
in a nail polish bottle with it’s 
own brush ensuring an easy 

application with a high shine.

Supreme Finish 
� e highest shine with the easiest 
application… Supreme Finish o� ers it 

all. Supreme Finish cures in two 
minutes to a super high shine without  

 a sticky layer. It is made to be used on 
gel, acrylics and fi berglass but do not 

touch the natural nail to prevent 
lifting. Supreme Finish is a very 
hard Top Gel that is highly scratch 
resistant and not fl exible.

Magnetic Matt Top Gel 
Create a trendy look in combination 
with a normal Top Gel for a contrast 
between matte and glossy.
Can be used over gel, Gelpolish, 
acrylic and Nail Art.

Making it shine…… Magnetic Top Gels!
Magnetic o� ers di� erent Top Gels that can be divided in fl exible Top Gels and non- fl exible Top Gels. 
� e choice for the Top Gel is infl uenced by the product underneath. � e more fl exible the gel nail is, the more fl exible the Top 
Gel has to be. All of the Magnetic Top Gels give a superior shine to the fi nished nails and protect the nails from solvents and 
nail chemicals. It is important to know when to use which Top Gel to prevent problems like lifting and cracking of the nails.

Ultra Top Gel
  Medium viscosity

  Very fl exible

  Great adhesion on natural 
nails

  Advised for use over gel nails

  Works great over nail art

Soak-Off Top Gel
  Low viscosity

  Very fl exible

  Very thin application

  Can be used to fi nish all gels

  Easy application as in comes 
in a bottle

  Soakable in Acetone

  Easy and a high shine

  Supreme Finish
  Very low viscosity

  Very hard after cure

  Suitable for use over acrylics 
and hard gels, not over 
fl exible gels!

  No sticky layer after cure

  No adhesive properties

  Easy and a super high shine 
without cleansing

Magnetic Matt Top Gel
  Low Viscosity

  Very fl exible

  Trendy Matt Finish

  Best when applied in two thin 
coats for long lasting results

  Can be used to fi nish all 
products; Gels, Gelpolish, 
Color Gels and Acrylics

“� e highest shine with the 
easiest application… Supreme 
Finish o� ers it all”

Ultra Top Gel 
5g.    104168
30g. 104138
50g. 104107

Soak O�  Top Gel 
15ml. 105002

Magnetic Matt Top Gel 
15 gr. 104021

Supreme Finish 
15ml. 104008

� is Top Gel is soak-able in 
acetone. � e Top Gel is medium 
fl exible and as such useable on 
all our traditional gels. � e main 
benefi t is that the Top Gel comes 
in a nail polish bottle with it’s 
own brush ensuring an easy 

Create a trendy look in combination 
with a normal Top Gel for a contrast 
between matte and glossy.
Can be used over gel, Gelpolish, 
acrylic and Nail Art.

� e highest shine with the easiest 
application… Supreme Finish o� ers it 

all. Supreme Finish cures in two 
minutes to a super high shine without  
a sticky layer. It is made to be used on 
gel, acrylics and fi berglass but do not 

touch the natural nail to prevent 

“Great UV 
fi lter to stabilize 
your color gel 
application”
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Magnetic Gelpolish
� e ease of application and the long lasting end result of Gelpolish revolutionizes the services 
brought to the clients. � e superior adhesion prevents service breakdown and allows for 
weeks of wear. � e thin Gelpolish can be applied in two coats for full coverage and can be 
used on natural nails, acrylic nails and on gel nails making it truly multi purpose in use.

“When using Gelpolish on artifi cial nails Gelpolish Bond is used after fi ling 
the nail surface and Base & Top is not necessary. � e non-acidic formula is 
not damaging to the natural nail and surrounding tissue”

Gelpolish Partners

Step by Step Gelpolish

Apply the fi rst color randomly to the nail. � en apply the second color to other areas. Blend the 2 colors and cure the nail 2 minutes in the UV lamp. 
Repeat these steps again and cure the nail for another 2 minutes. Make thin stripes with the Vrush Brush with Extreme White gel. Place some dots with 
the Dotting Tool. Cure the nail for 2 minutes in the UV lamp. Place with Stripe It Hologram glitter lines between the white lines. Allow this to dry and fi nish 
the nail with Top gel. Cure this for 2 minutes in the UV lamp.

Products: Amalia Orange 103165, Pink Explosion 103069, Extreme White gel 104142, Top gel 104138,
Stripe it Hologram 116002, Vrush Brush 211077, Dotting Tool 176017

Create the background with Ballroom Black. Cure for 2 minutes in the UV lamp. Apply a second coat but do not cure. Place a large drop of extreme white in 
the middle of the nail using the Dotting tool. Pull thin lines from the center using a Vrush Brush. Allow the nail to cure for 2 to 3 minutes. Seal the nail with Top 
gel. Glue a blue rhine stone of choice to the center of the star. Glue the Small Round Clear stones around it for extra sparkle.

Products: Ballroom Black 103010, Extreme white gel 104142, Top gel 104138, blue rhinestones
Round Clear Small 117500, Vrush Brush 211077, Dotting tool 176017

Apply 2 to 3 coats of Coral Summer. Cure each layer 2 minutes in the UV lamp. Place a few drops of Basic Black on a Paper Pallet . Create the leaves and lines 
with the Vrush Brush. Start with the leaf in the center. Let it cure for 10 seconds. Put a drop of Fizzy Lemonade on every leaf. Divide the drop in the leaf with 
a Detailer and let it cure for 10 seconds. Apply highlights with the Fizzy Lemonade  and cure for 10 seconds. Paint some veins with the Vrush Brush and Basic 
Black. Use the Dotting Tool to place some dots in the center and right next to the leaves using Basic Black. Let it cure for 10 seconds. Apply some dots in the 
heart with the Fizzy Lemonade and cure for 2 minutes in the UV lamp. Seal the nail with Top gel.

Products: Summer Coral 103083, Fizzy Lemonade 103082, Basic Black 103026 , Dotting Tool 176017,
Vrush Brush 211077, Paper Pallet 117039, Top gel 104138, Detailer

Magnetic Gelpolish 
provides a simple 
way to create 
additional revenue 
in your salon

Natasja Hoveling
MNA teacher
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ACRYLICS
Acrylics
�e Magnetic Acrylic system is balanced and designed to 
ensure optimized flexibility and structure in the finished nails. 
�is enables the clients to enjoy comfortable wear and prevents 
service break down or micro shattering. By mixing the systems 
you can achieve the perfect product combination, from slow 
to fast drying and from soft to very hard everything is possible. 
Designed by experienced nail technicians and tested in salons 
all over Europe, the innovative Acrylic System o�ers endless 
possibilities.

�e Magnetic Acrylic System has an adjustable mix ratio, as a 
general rule a 2:1 ratio is preferred but the molecular structure 
is designed so it can be used in a wetter or drier consistency 
without jeopardizing the quality of the nails. �is helps the nail 
technicians in warmer or colder climates.

�e Acrylic Systems are constantly expanded and improved 
making �e Magnetic Acrylic Systems the absolute Innovator in 
the nail industry! 

Sample Jars
All Acrylics are available in small 5 gram jars for testing purposes, 
at home or in your studio.
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Prestige acrylic Liquid

30ml 114154

Prestige acrylic liquid: 

100 ml 114161

Prestige acrylic liquid: 

200 ml 114130

Prestige acrylic liquid: 

960 ml with pump 114129

PRESTIGE...
THE EASIEST
WORKABILITY! 

PRESTIGE… 
TOTAL CONTROL!

PRESTIGE… 
INTENSE ADHESION!

PRESTIGE… 
REAL LIFE

NAILS!

THE ACRYLIC SYSTEM 
THAT YOU CONTROL 
AND ADAPTS TO
YOUR WISH!

Prestige: acrylics with an attitude!
� e Prestige Acrylic System is designed for nail technicians demanding complete control and artistic freedom. � e 
revolutionary chemical formulation allows for a controlled workability and curing process resulting in a naturally 
fl exible end result. Prestige Acrylics were thoroughly tested by selected nail technicians and as the formulations 
are being constantly improved they fi t the need of nail technicians worldwide, making Prestige the chosen Acrylic 
System of many well known nail technicians.

Liquids

Prestige Acrylics offers unparalleled benefits to the nail technician:

Superior adhesion
  Advanced bonding agents drastically 

improve adhesion resulting in a Keratin 
like bond

Glasslike clarity
  � e divers polymer particles form 

a close knitted network without air 
bubbles and no visible pigment particles

Natural flexibility
  Plasticizing agents optimize performance 

and create thin durable nails that are 
solvent resistant

Unequalled color stability and non-yellowing 
discoloring

  Pre-pigmentated polymers dramatically 
improve color

Controlled curing process
  Dissolving agents react to polymer 

particles prolonging cure allowing the 
nail technician to customize workability

Consistent quality
  Tested in di� erent areas of Europe to 

ensure optimal workability
Low odor

  Specialized monomer prevents excessive 
evaporation and odors
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Prestige: acrylic powders
All the Prestige Powders are formulated to o� er a controlled curing process to the nail technician. � e product stays 
workable until the brush is lifted o�  the nail making the application fault proof and suitable for beginners and advanced 
nail techs.We o� er a wide range of colors for specifi c types of application. � e Prestige Powders are bubble free and o� er 
a glasslike transparency. � e resulting nails are very fl exible making the Prestige Acrylics the most durable in the industry. 

Prestige Powder Crystal Clear 
� e acrylic powder that gives transparency a new 
dimension. � e pure polymer technology and the 
diverse polymer particles ensure a close knit 
structure eliminating all air bubbles. Flexibility is 
drastically improved.

 5g  114193
 35g  114167
 70g  114180
 350g  114141

Prestige Powder Blush Pink
� e ideal powder to give the natural nail plate a 
blush of color. � e Prestige Powder Blush Pink is 
pre-pigmentated to ensure an even coloration. 
Plasticizing agents create superior fl exibility.

 5g  114197
 35g  114168
 70g  114181 
 350g  114142

Prestige Powder Opaque Pink
Hiding imperfections has never been easier.
� e Prestige Powder Opaque Pink is semi covering 
and o� ers superior adhesion. � e Opaque Pink is 
great for the one ball method.

 5g  114198
 35g  114169
 70g  114182
 350g  114143

Prestige Powder Natural White
Semi translucent white for a natural looking French 
Manicure. � e Prestige Powder Natural White is a 
softer toned color specifi cally made for the client 
that doesn’t want the dramatic French look. 

 5g  114199
 35g  114170
 70g  114183
 350g  114144

Prestige Powder Extra White
� e white powder that radiates brilliance.
� e Prestige Powder Extra White is deeply 
pigmented to ensure a dramatic white French 
Manicure even when working paper thin. A 
prolonged molding time helps in creating a perfect 
c-curve.

 5g  114200
 35g  114171
 70g  114184 
 350g  114145

Prestige Natural Pink
A very light and natural pink powder for the client 
that prefers a natural look. 

 5g  114192
 35g  114166
 70g  114179
 350g  114126

The pure polymer technology combined with smartpolymers will reduce any problems nail techs may experience.

  Pure polymer technology

  Smart polymer

  No air bubbles

  Optical enhancers and color stability

  Revolutionary molecular structure

  Plasticizing agents

  Solvent resistant

  Superior adhesion

  All Prestige Powders are available in 35g. 
and in 350g. salon size jars

  Superior molecular structure improves 
fl exibility and resistance

  Controlled curing process

  Diverse polymer particles ensure a 
compact structure

  Dramatically vibrant colors

  No more micro-shattering

  Promote fl exibility and durability of the 
service

  Preventing service breakdown

  Advanced bonding agents promote a 
natural keratin familiar retention

Prestige Camouflage powders
� e make-up powders to enhance the natural nail plate. Whether the client has bitten nails, damaged nails or simply 
wants a longer esthetically pleasing nail plate these powders o� er endless possibilities. � e di� erent colors are designed to 
naturally complement the skin tone of the client. We recommend using these powders dryer to guarantee the opacity.

Prestige Powder Camouflage Warm Pink
� is color complements the darker skin tone. 
� e pigments are fi nely blended to prevent 
discoloration.

 5g  114202
 35g  114173
 70g  114186
 350g  114149

Prestige Powder Camouflage Pink
� is color complements the pinker skin tone. 
� e pigments are fi nely blended to prevent 
discoloration.

 

 5g  114201
 35g  114172
 70g  114185
 350g  114147

Prestige Powder Camouflage Hot Pink
� is color complements the fairer skin tones. Hot 
Pink is semi transparent making this powder ideal 
for a faded baby boom nail.

 5g  114203
 35g  114174
 70g  114187
 350g  114148

Prestige Powder Camouflage Cool Pink
� is color complements most skintones 
and can be regarded as a neutral color. 

 5g  114204
 35g  114175
 70g  114188
 350g  114156

Prestige Camouflage powders
� e make-up powders to enhance the natural nail plate. Whether the client has bitten nails, damaged nails or simply 
wants a longer esthetically pleasing nail plate these powders o� er endless possibilities. � e di� erent colors are designed to 
naturally complement the skin tone of the client. We recommend using these powders dryer to guarantee the opacity.

Prestige Powder Camouflage Cool PinkPrestige Powder Camouflage Cool Pink
� is color complements most skintones 
and can be regarded as a neutral color. 
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Blue Liquid 
100ml 114050

Blue Liquid 
200ml 114060

Blue Liquid 
960ml 114061

Soft Bond Primer
15ml 130011

29

� e Piano

“I think of my piano in its ocean 
grave, and sometimes of myself 

fl oating above it”

Acrylic Blue Liquid
Blue Liquid:

Blue Liquid is the liquid for nail 
techs that want a faster setting 
product. � e versatility that Blue 
Liquid o� ers is endless. When used 
with the color powders or the 
Pro Formula color collections the 
Blue Liquid dramatically improves 
workability and possibilities.

“Try to use Blue Liquid with the Prestige Powders to fasten the curing 
process and to customize your acrylic system.”

Tip: cure 1 minute in the UV Lamp 
to improve adhesion even more

  Strong adhesion 
  UV resistant
  Faster set and cure
  Balanced and reliable molecular structure
  Can be used with every type of acrylic powder

Benefits

Primer
Soft Bond Primer ensures adhesion 
on all nail surfaces both natural and 
artifi cial. � is non acidic priming agent 
should be applied as a thin coat over 
the entire nail surface, the Soft Bond 
Primer does not dry completely but 
remains slightly tacky. � e unique 
formula adheres to the proteins of 
the natural nail for the most resistant 
strong adhesion. 
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Valentine’s day 

“When you love someone, you 
love all of them…you gotta love 

everything about them”

� e highly motivated Tanja Makarova from the Ukraine is one of the talented 
trainers of Natalia Yakubchuk. She works as a nail technician for more than 8 years 
and since a few years she is a trainer too. Tanja was trained by the world famous 
Natalia Yakubchuk and her speciality is French Manicure. Tanja mastered the process 
to show everyone that creating a French Manicure does not have to be so di�  cult. 
In addition, she is a star in refi lling any type of nails.

Step by Step 
French Manicure

When looking at these nails, many nail stylist would 
choose to remove the nail and apply a new set. 
However, the removal of a whole set takes a lot of 
time and is not good for the condition of the nails. 
Tanja is showing you that it is not necessary to remove 
the nail completely to create a perfect set!

1

To extend the nail bed, use one of the colours from 
the Sparkling Nudes Colour Acrylic Collection. 

4

Create a natural smile line. 

5

Use Prestige Extra White for the extension edge.

6

� e extension edge can be created by gently 
tapping and evenly spreading.

7

Finish the nail with a layer of Prestige Crystal Clear.

8

File the nail in shape using the Magnetic fi ling 
method.

9

Seal the nail with Supreme Finish for a super high 
shine end result and let it cure in the UV Lamp.

10

� e result is a perfect looking set of nails created in 
a very short time.

11

File the old product layer using the Large Barrel 
Carbide Bit Coarse. � is bit removes old product 
layers quickly. 

2

Make sure to keep a thin layer of acrylic on the 
nail. � is is better for the condition of the nail. 
Remove the Pterychium using the Prep bit and 
make sure that you remove the Pterychium 
along the sidewalls..

3
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Liquid Ultimate+ 
100ml 114000

Liquid Ultimate+ 
200ml 114010

Ultimate+ UV Acrylics

Ultimate+ UV Acrylics o� er the best of two worlds, the 
workability of acrylics and the curing proces of gel, allowing 
for correcting and refi ning the nail to a perfect end result.

“It is important to work in a dry mix ratio 
when using UV Acrylics, working too wet will 
cause problems”

The benefits of 
Utimate+ UV Acrylics

  Absolute odor free

  Superior adhesion

  Easy application

  Easy to remove by soaking in acetone

  Strong and durable nails

  UV protection

  Can be used on tips and forms

  � e perfect choice for beginning nail 
technicians

  Store cool and dark to prevent curing of 
the product

  Can be used with most color powders

  Can be pinched to create a deep c-curve

  Ultimate+ can be used with Prestige 
Camoufl age powders

  Curing time is 2 minutes for UV Pink and 
Clear we recommend 3 minutes cure for 
UV White

  Available in the traditional French Colors; 
UV White, UV Clear and UV Pink

“Ultimate+ Liquid is the thinnest gel there is, 
when the client has lifting around the cuticle, 
sanitize the nail and use the Ultimate+ to seal 

the lifting onto the nail plate”

Prepare the nails as usual and 
remove the shine. Use Nail Cleanser 
to ensure proper adhesion of the 
product. Place the Competition Nail 
Form.

Apply UV Powder White on the 
form and cure for 3 minutes.

Seal the nails with Supreme Finish, 
cure for 2 minutes in the UV Lamp. 
When so desired you can seal with 
Top Gel but this needs to be cured 
for 4 minutes in the UV Lamp.

Use Ultimate+ very dry, in a 1:1 ratio. 
You will see dry powder particles on 
the bead of the product, this is the 
correct ratio. 

Use UV Powder Clear to make a 
smooth transition between the nail 
bed and the free edge. Cure for 2 
minutes.

� e end result, beautiful and 
sharp French manicure nails.

Use Camoufl age Cool Powder to 
elongate the nail plate and create the 
smile line. Cure for 1 minute in the 
UV Lamp.

When UV Acrylics are completely 
cured there is a thin inhibition layer 
on the surface of the nail, this should 
be fi led of. � is is uncured residual 
product. File the nails following the 
Magnetic Filing Method.

Pinch the correct c-curve in the nail 
using the Gel Clamps and cure for 
the complete 2 minutes.

“UV Acrylics experience a so called Pre Polymerization. � is will help when 
creating sharp smile lines. Cure the nail for 20-40 seconds in the UV Lamp and the 
product will be optimal elastic, making it very easy to work with and to control.”

� ese powders are made specifi cally for UV cure. 
Very fi ne powder with intense colors.

Prestige UV Clear
Crystal Clear UV powder, suitable for all applications.

 5g  114194
 35g  114177
 70g  114190

Prestige UV Pink
A soft pink shade that complements the skin tone of the cliënt.

 5g  114195
 35g  114178
 70g  114191

Prestige UV White
A vibrent white powder for dramatic smile lines.

 5g  114196
 35g  114176
 70g  114189

Magnetic UV Acrylics
Liquids Powders Step by Step
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Color 
Acrylics

Check our website 
for the latest colors!

Color acrylics and 
the Pro-Formula line
Color acrylics and 
the Pro-Formula line
Color acrylics and 

Magnetic o� ers a wide artists palette to 
choose from with the color acrylics and 
the Pro-Formula collections. � ese color 
powders o� er endless color possibilities 
for even the most discerning nail artists. 
� e traditional color powders are 
available in matte, metallic and glitters 
colors. � ese powders have a medium 
cure time when used with Prestige Liquid, 
however when used with Blue Liquid the 
cure time speeds up.

The Pro-Formula Collections
� e Pro-Formula powders are formulated to give 
endless possibilities to nail technicians. � e pure 
polymer technology ensures optimal workability 
and color stability.

““� e Pro-Formula powders can 
be used with Prestige Liquid to 
ensure a longer working time, this 
is especially useful when doing 
color smile lines or fadings. When 
you want to make the product 
more compact and faster setting 
we advice Blue Liquid.””

The main benefits of the Pro-Formula powders are:
  Unequalled color stability

  Pre-pigmentated polymers dramatically 
improve color and prevent leaking of color

  Extreme fl exibility

  � e revolutionary plasticizing agents 
create an unbelievable fl exibility during the 
cure of the powder allowing for complete 
artistic freedom

  Suitable for multi layering of colors

  � ese powders are designed to make 
layering easy, due to the monochromatic 
color collections

  Multi dimensional e� ect

  � e addition of di� erent e� ect pigments 
give an unparalled shine and depth of 
color

  Intense glitter e� ects

  � e Pro-Formula glitter powders o� er an 
amazing sparkle e� ect
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Color Drops

7,5 ml

ST
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Color drops
Just mix a few drops in your acrylic liquid until you get the desired intensity of color. Use the Color Drops with clear powders 
for a stunning transparent glass e� ect, with glitter powders for mesmerizing depth of shine and with opaque powders to create 
acrylic fl owers. � e possibilities are endless…Color Drops can be used with all acrylic liquids and the colors can be mixed to 
create custom created colors. Color Drops are available in: Yellow (114013), Red (114012) and Blue (114011) in 7,5ml bottles.

Mix a few drops in your acrylic 
liquid until you get the desired 
intensity of color. 

By using Clear Powder, the 
extended part of the nail 
will be clear and colored. We 
advise you to work with 2 
brushes. 

For this glass nail with Color 
Drops Pepyn used crumbled 
patterned nail art foil 117044. 
� e more wrinkles the more 
dramatic the e� ect later is. 

Seal the nail using clear 
powder. Use regular blush 
pink on the nail bed. Pinch the 
desired C-curve for optimal 
strength

Cut the patterned nail art foil 
into the correct shape and 
apply on top of the nail form. 
Place the nail form and check if 
the transition from the natural 
nail to the nail form is smooth. 

Carefully remove the 
patterned nail art foil and 
fi nish the nail like you are used 
to. Create a high shine using 
supreme fi nish.

Pepyn used camoufl age warm 
pink to extend the nail bed. 
Fade the camoufl age towards 
the cuticle to blend. 

� e result: a beautiful nail with 
a lot of e� ect and less e� ort. 
Tip! Apply supreme fi nish on 
the bottom of the extension 
edge for optimal transparency. 

Kateryna Gonchar from Ukraine is a popular 
nail art trainer. She is master in all nail art 
techniques and creates beautiful designer 
nails. In this step by step she used the Pro-
Formula Ibiza Nights collection and created 
a sparkling stiletto nail with blue and purple 
shades. � e nail art is made with fl owers and 
because of the glitters it looks like you can see 
the refl ection of the Mediterranean sea. 

� e talented Kateryna from Kiev is just 25 and has 
been working fi ve years as a nail technician. She 
took her training and specialized her nail art skills 
and techniques at Natalia Yakubchuk. In 2008 she 
won the national competition in Ukraine in the 
Nail Art Division. In several other competitions, 
she placed second. Her fabulous contribution to 
the Magnetic Tip Box Competition 2011 gave her 
the Tip Box Award. As a trainer and judge, she 
was closely involved in European and Ukrainian 
competitions. Internationally she is known of 
demonstrations at shows and seminars. On regular 
bases she gives trainings for the Magnetic Nail 
Academy. Kateryna’s favorite technique is hand 
painted nail art. But she can also create fantastic 
designs using gel and acrylics. In fact she loves all 
Nail Art techniques. 

“Kateryna prefers to work 
on long stiletto nails”

Beautiful transparant
Kateryna prefers to work on long stiletto nails. She extends the nail bed and places the design in a way 
that the outgrowth is less visible. She applies a Magnetic Stiletto Nail Form (step 01). � e extended part is 
made with a thin layer of Crystal Clear Prestige (step 02). Katerina extends the nail bed using Camoufl age 
and Opaque Pink (step 03). While the acrylic is curing, she softly pinches the nail using a tweezers to 
create a slender and strong nail (step 04). After that she applies a purple powder: Eivissa Purple from the 
Ibiza Nights Pro-Formula collection against the nail bed. Under to this color Kateryna applies an aqua color 
(step 05). She works very thin and blends these colors with a fading technique towards the tip of the 
nail. � e third color is a glitter powder giving the special e� ect (step 06). To make an extra strong nail she 
fi nished the nail with a layer of Prestige Crystal Clear (step 07).

Pinch the nail again into shape (step 08). Use the Boomerang Special 100/180 to fi le the nail razor sharp 
and in the correct shape (step 09). Use white nail art paint and the smallest size of the Detailer brushes 
to paint the small circles and fl owers (step 10 & 11). Leave the petals open and only draw some small 
lines. Create the heart of the fl ower using yellow, lime and white dots. She accentuates the design with thin 
lines made with black and white paint (step 12). � e curved line on the nail bed is an extra accent of the 
design fi nished with small dots (step 13). Kateryna fi nishes the nail using Top Gel. 
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Part 1: Preparing to perfectly pinch ....

The natural nail should always be properly prepared but 
if you aim to pinch nails it is important to understand 
how the natural nail will react. To prevent the natural nail 
from giving too much counter-pressure when pinching, it 
is recommended that the free edge is as short as possible 
and to be filed in a round shape. Take into account the 
shape of the hyponychium when filing the natural nail 
and also cut the form in the desired shape or choose a 
form that fits. File the free edge into the side wall of the 
natural nail to the point where the natural nail is covered 
by the cuticle, also creating space for the sidelines of the 
artificial nail.

Part 2: Preparing the form

Besides cutting the form in shape, strengthening of the 
form is very important, especially when you work with gel. 
By placing Nail Form Support Foil underneath the form 
you are able to have a deeper c-curve in the form before 
placing it. This will cure the product immediately in the 
desired model and post-pinching will be less important. 
Because acrylic and gel shrink during curing, the Nail 
Form Support will keep its shape despite the shrinking.

Roll the form around the pinching stick of the desired size 
to get a curve. 

Tip: remember the size of the pinching stick as 
you should use the same size for the nails of 

the other hand or reuse the forms of the first hand. The 
c-curves should be identical to the first hand. The use of 
Nail Form Support Foil also helps when creating other 
more exotic nail shapes.

Part 3: Application

To ensure a perfect c-curve it is important to apply the 
overlay in uniform thickness. If you make the nail on 
one side thinner it will result in an unequal c-curve after 
pinching. Do not apply the nail too narrow, because the 
nail will be even narrower after pinching. It is important 
to shape the product straight coming out of the side wall. 
Prevent the nail from being too tapered. The nail may, for 
a natural result, be tapered up to 5%.

Part 4: Molding phase

After the acrylic is applied, it is in its “molding” phase. In 
this phase, the product can easily be pinched. For each 
system the acrylic molding phase will be reached at a 
different moment, the acrylic will feel warm. During this 
phase, the entire nail must be pinched and hold into 
position, because as long as the overlay is curing, the 
natural nail will press against it and the c-curve can be 
lost. The use of Nail Form Support Foil makes pinching 
significantly easier: Because only the stress point needs to 
be pinched.

� ere are two ways to get strength in an artifi cial nail, by building the Apex or by 
accentuating the c-curve. It is not wise to use both techniques, making the artifi cial nail 

too strong it can break into the natural nail.

Structure and architecture leads to 
perfection and stability

The strongest chain is only as strong as the weakest link, 
which certainly applies to the nails made in the nail salon. 
A symmetrically shaped c-curve is achieved by several 
techniques, the most important of which is pinching. 
Pinching is a difficult technique where several factors play a 
role: the use of the right tools, the correct modelling of the 
acrylic or gel, the right time to pinch and exert a uniform 
pressure. Only then you get a symmetrical curve.

When judging competition nails a balanced and consistent 
C-curve is essential, the number of points earned by the 
c-curves often makes the difference and determines the 
winning set of nails.

The c-curve consists of two parts which are formed at 
different moments. We speak of the concave, or the 
bottom of the hairline and the convex, the top of the hair 
line. It is important to know that the c-curve must be made 
symmetrical over the entire length of the nail otherwise 
additional stress points may occur which may break or 
rupture. Also, the thickness of the overlay must be equal to 
ensure that the curve is formed when pressure is put on the 
product because of the pinching.

12 years ago when I started as a nail technician, I read about a technique that was used by the winner of the 
championships French Manicure, this technique called “pinching” was completely new to me.  I understood that 
you can create a beautiful deep c-curve but how it exactly worked was quite unclear. In those years the motto 
was, “If it hurts, it’s good” .... which often ended in Onycholisis of the natural nail. Gradually I learned how to make 
a perfect nail without hurting the client. And this I would like to share with you because pinching is not only 
essential in making nails, once you understand, it’s very simple!

By Pepyn Borrèl
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Use a double sided spatula to remove the form by gently 
pressing the form away from the nail.

Take a pinching stick, in the correct size and place it under 
the free edge of the nail. Use gentle pressure to shape 
the concave, the bottom of the c-curve, symmetrical. 
The correct pinching stick is often difficult to determine, 
remember that the cuticle at all times is the widest point 
of the nail and therefore the pinching stick should be 
narrower.

Tip: when you do not have that much experience 
with pinching sticks take one size smaller than 

what you would initially assume.

Aim for a 40% c-curve, 40% of a circle. This way you are 
assured of an optimal structure.

Part 5: Pinching the stress point

After pinching the free edge evenly, the stress point must 
be pinched. This is the point where the product passes into 
the natural nail. This point is called stress point because 
when you would hit the nail hard, it will break here. To 
prevent this, the c-curve needs to be just as pronounced 
at this point as on the free edge.

Pinch the stress point with downward pressure,  not just 
side way pressure. This will prevent onycholysis. 

By pinching, you “fold” your c-curve around the natural 
nail. This also prevents excessive filing. The stress point can 
be pinched with different instruments but a combination 
of these instruments is recommended.

Put pressure alongside the “ears” or corners of the smile 
line, the best is to use pinching tweezers, these have ridges 
on the end so you can hold the nail. Grasp the “ears” and 
pull it in place with a gentle downward movement. Do 
you also want to create the sidelines of the free edge, we 
recommend the use of pinching tool 2.

This tool is also ideal when pinching stiletto nails, because 
the tool is already shaped like a stiletto.

Part 6: C-Curve stabilization

After all these steps are completed, you have to cure the 
nail completely. During the curing process the c-curve 
must be stabilized. We offer two possibilities: the clamp 
and the acrylic clamp.

The choice is very personal, the clamp gives more pressure, 
determined by the number of elastic bands, the acrylic 
clamps are more comfortable. Leave the clamps in place 
until the nail is fully cured and ready to be filed,  don’t 
waste any time and use multiple clamps. Therefore, the 
metal acrylic clamps are packed per 6. For stylists who 

work with gel we have special transparent clamps, these 
allow UV light and can be used inside the UV lamp during 
curing.

Part 7: C- curve emphasis during filing

After so much effort to get a pefect and deep c-curve, it 
is important to maintain it during the filing of the nails.

Tip: if the customer comes back to repair 1 nail it is 
important to hold the stress point when filing 

the nail to prevent the c-curve to open and flatten. 

The first steps in shaping the nail is by filing the sidelines 
and the free edge. To emphasize the c-curve it is wise 
to file from the sidelines with an upward motion to the 
center of the nail: follow the shape of the nail precisely 
and accurately. 

The convex, the top of the c-curve, has to be equal 
troughout the entire surface of the nail.

To get a perfect c-curve, many steps are required but the 
end result is beautiful and much stronger than a nail that 
is not pinched.

All steps are the same when working with gel, but pinching the stress point must be 
repeated a number of times because the c-curve of a gel nail slowly fl attens during 

curing. We recommend to pinch after about 30 seconds. Repeat this until the c-curve 
is formed, the nail only needs to be stabilized with the special transparent clamps.
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Stiletto
• Sidelines come together in a sharp point • Lower arch lines move straight from the nail
• C-curve is approximately 30% • Form is placed downwards

Edge Nails
• Triangular c-curve • Length o� set is fl at •  straight sidelines • From is placed straight

Square Nail
• Length o� set with apex in the middle • Straight lower arch lines
• Approximately 40-50% c-curve • Form follow the curve of the natural nail

Pipe Nail
• Upper arch is completely fl at • C-Curve is approximately 50-60% • Straight sidelines 
• Form is placed upwards

Extreme Pipe Nail
• Upper arch is completely fl at • Extreme deep c-curve • Lower arch lines going downwards 
• Form is placed upwards
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Brush on Activator 
100ml 121019

Spray Activator 
100ml 121007

Brush on Activator 
15ml 121005

Miracle Blender 
15ml 121004

Brush on Resin Gel 
121029

Brushes 
121204 10 pcs

Fiberglass strip 
125015

Silk Strip 
125016

Soft Tone Scissors Pink 
178108

Soft Tone Scissors Lilac 
178109

Fiber Brush Wipes 6pcs 
120037

Display Fiber 
System 121001

Personal care kit 
169006

Boomerang blue 
220/320 10 pcs 142054

Flexi blue 120/120 10 pcs 
141093

Flexi blue 240/240 10 pcs 
141095

Slim Line block Blue 
145055

Magnetic Fiber System
Magnetic Fiber system is one of the easiest systems to make thin, hard and durable artifi cial nails. Whether you use Silk or Fiber 
strips the nails will be extremely resistant and very strong, making these strips also ideal for repairing cracks in gel or acrylic nails.
� e fi ber system is very light weight making it the prime choice for clients with onycholisis or psoriasis and clients that are 
exposed often to water or solvents.

No heat reaction
  � e advanced cyano acrylate chains are self 

curing preventing exothermic heat build-up

Super light weight 
  � e linear structure o� ers a very thin but 

strong overlay

No excessive odors
  Ensuring a comfortable salon environment 

through the use of the Brush on Activator

Very smooth finished surface
  Eliminating excessive fi le work

Easy to master technique
  Usable for repairs and overlays

Superior adhesion
  � e best adhesion due to the cyano 

Acrylate monomers that fi rmly attach to 
the natural nail

Very low risks of allergies
  � e solution for clients that have an allergy 

for gel and or acrylics

Overview of 
benefits

“You know, being a blonde is actually 
a pretty powerful thing”Legally blond 
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BRUSHES

Magnetic brushes made 
for the discerning nail 
technician:
From budget brushes to the highest quality brushes in the 
market…. Every technician will fi nd the brush of their choice.
Revolutionary is the Click-On system…. 
� is enables the technician to store the brushes upside down 
hanging from the Click-On brush stand. � e magnets in the 
handle of the brush make this a beautiful addition to every salon 
and prevents liquid contaminating the brush ferrule, ensuring 
a longer life span of the brush.

A selection of our top selling brushes are available in 
a Click-On version.

“Clean Acrylic brushes in clean liquid. � e liquid may be 
contaminated with powder particles that can cause the acrylic 
to cure in the brush.”

ST
EP 01

Remove the plastic protection cap 
when you have a new brush. Do not 
place this back when the brush has 
been in contact with acrylic liquid. � e 
liquid can cause the plastic cap to melt 
together with the hair of the brush.

ST
EP 04

Be certain that all the liquid is gone 
from the metal ferrule to prevent 
discoloration. � e residual liquid is not 
suitable for use because of possible 
contamination.

ST
EP 02

� e hair of a new brush is shaped with 
Arabic gum. � is has to be removed 
thoroughly by rolling the brush head 
over a brush wipe. � e hair splits 
when the Arabic gum is not removed 
completely, this damage is irreversible.

ST
EP 05

When you are not using your brush it 
is important to bring the hair to the 
desired shape and storing the brush 
either lying horizontally or hanging 
up side down which is possible when 
using the Click-On system.

ST
EP 03

Take clean liquid and submerge the 
hair of the brush. Turn the brush to 
make sure that all the hair is coated 
with liquid. After this step the hair of 
the brush should not be touched with 
the fi ngers anymore.

How to clean 
a new brush 
before using it…
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Gel Brushes
Gel brushes are available with Nylon 
or Kolinsky hair. � e Nylon hair will 
stay better in shape and is fi rmer when 
working with the brush. � e Kolinsky 
hair is softer making them ideal to use 
with thinner gels like Top Gel.

Synthetic hair:
Premium Gel Brush Oval jr. 4 
176011

Premium Gel Brush 4 
176049

Premium Gel Brush Oval 6 
176010

Premium Gel Brush 6 
176048

Premium Gel Brush Angular 
176012

Kolinsky hair:
Brush Flat 4 
Pink 176033

Brush Flat 6 
Pink 176037

Synthetic Brush Flat 6 Transparent 
176031

Brush Flat 8 transparent 
176030

Acrylic Brushes
� e Magnetic Acrylic brushes are 
made of top quality Sable hair 
o� ering the discerning nail technician 
a brush for every technique. Available 
in di� erent sizes and shapes, all 
developed to have great liquid 
retention helping the technician 
achieving the perfect mix ratio.

Ultra Designer Brush 4 
176000

Premium Oval 5 
176047

Brush Oval 6 
176032

Brush Round 6 
176029

The Performer 8
176001

Oval 8 
176046

Brush Oval 8 
176025

Brush Round 8
Pink 176036

Sensei Acrylic Brush
176055

Japanese Brushes:
The Empress 8
176004

The Emperor 10
176003

The Ikebana 
176005

Nail Art Brushes
� e Magnetic nail art brushes are made 
of either artifi cial hair or sable hair 
depending on the desired usage. � e 
di� erent nail art brushes complement 
each other and allows the technician 
to choose the brush based on the 
technique used.

Sable brushes: 
The sable hair is flexible and has a better water/
paint retention.

Master Detailer Brush 
176016

Synthetic brushes: 
Synthetic hair is harder and stays together better.

Vrush Dagger Brush 
211079

Vrush brush for shading 
211095

Angular Brush 
211096

“� e choice for the type of brush and the shape of the hair 
is purely personal. Some brushes have specifi c usages”

Vrush Brushes 
211093

Magnetic One Stroke 
117204

Striper Brushes Pink 
Set 117202 / small striper brush 117201

Click-On Brushes
� e Click-On system is the most 
thought through way to store 
your brushes, the tip of the brush 
is protected and the liquid can 
evaporate preventing contamination 
and yellowing. � e brush stand is 
available in a black or silver design to 
fi t all salon environments.

Click-On Gel brushes:
Click-On Gel Brush 4 
176056

Click-On Gel Brush 6 
176057

Click-On Gel Brush Angular 
176061

Click-On Brush Oval Junior 
176062

Click-On Gel Oval 
176063

Click-On Acrylic Brushes:
Click-On oval 4 
176065

Click-On oval 5
176059

Click-On Oval 8 
176058

Click-On Sensei 
176060176060

Click-On Prestige 10
176064

Click-On Prestige XXL 
176024

The Next Empress 
176038

Click-On Nail Art brushes:
Peacock Brush 
117200

Click-On Nail Art New Detailers 
176020

The Detailer 1 
176039

Click-On Nail Art Flower Brushes 
176021176021

Click-On Nail Art Abstract 
176023

The Square Detailer 
176040

Accessories
Master detailer tool 
176017

Marble pen set 
178068

Brush tray 
178201

Brush Box
 

Black 117151 

Aluminium 117185

Click-on brush stand

 
 175002 175003
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IMPLEMENTS
& FILES

Magnetic implements are available in a wide range  
of di�erent models ensuring the right implement  

for every need and technician.
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Metal Cuticlepusher 
178015

Premium Cuticle 
Nipper 178118

Soft Tone Tip cutter Pink  
178104

� e clamp pinching tool  
178079

Ergo Cuticle Nipper  
178048

Soft Tone Tip cutter Lilac  
178105

Nail form Support
177010

Premium Cuticle 
Pusher 178119

Soft Tone Cuticle Nipper 
Lilac  178107

Tweezers  
220229

Gel clamps 
178001 6pcs

Soft Tone Pusher de Luxe 
Lilac  178111

Soft Tone Cuticle Nipper 
Pink  178106

Soft Tone Pinching 
Tweezer Lilac  178113

Metal acryl clamps  
178030 6pcs

Soft Tone Pusher de Luxe 
Pink  178110

Tip Cutter With Round 
Blade Chrome  178005

Soft Tone Pinching 
Tweezer Pink  178112

Pinchingtools
sticks  178078

Cuticle Nipper 
178062

Tip Cutter With Round 
Blade Flower  178014

Toe Separators  
225003

Emery board: Supreme 
black 240/240 10 pcs 
140054

Emery board: Supreme 
black 100/180 
10 pcs 140062

Flexi File 100/180 
10 pcs 141022

Flexi File 80 
10 pcs 141051

Flexi File Zebra 100/180 
10 pcs 141061

Long Lasting Flexi Zebra 
fi le 100/180 10 pcs 141064

XXL: Flexi fi le black/zebra 
100/180 10 pcs 142040

Flexi File XXL white/zebra 
220/180 10 pcs 142044

Long Lasting Zebra 
100/180  10 pcs 142036
150/150 10 pcs 142038
100/100 10 pcs 142050

Boomerang: Zebra 
100/180 10 pcs 142001

Long Lasting Boomerang 
Zebra 100/180 10 pcs 
142009

 10 pcs 141064

Black 100/180 
10 pcs 142042

White 100/180 
10 pcs 142052

Boomerang blue 
220/320 10 pcs 142054

 10 pcs 142050

Boomerang special black 
100/180 10 pcs 141034

Special Zebra 100/180  
10 pcs 142005

White 100/180 
10 pcs 142032

Long Lasting Boomerang 
Special 100/180 
10 pcs 142034
Special 100/100 
10 pcs 142007
Special 150/150 
10 pcs 142003

Slime line block yellow 
240/240 10 pcs 145059

Slime line block orange 
100/180 10 pcs 145057

White Block 100/180 
10 pcs 145052

 10 pcs 142054

White/zebra 220/180 
10 pcs 142048

Black/zebra 100/180  
10 pcs 142046

Slime line block blue 
320/320 10 pcs 145061

Ultimate shiner XXL  
10 pcs 153009

Magnetic Ultimate shiner 
fi le 10 pcs 153007

Saphire Nail File 
140001

High shiners Ultimate 
shiner 3D stickers 
1  154001

Flexi blue 240/240 
10 pcs 141095

Scratchless board 220/280  
10 pcs 141017

Smooth Operator Board 
100/180 10 pcs 141019

Flexi blue 120/120 
10 pcs 141093

Crystal File 
231100

Magnetic Personal Care 
Kit  169001

Fiber Personal Care 
Kit  169006

Empty Care Kit 
Clear  178076
Purple 178077

File box black 
175005
File box White 
175006
File box Pink 
175007
File box Violet 
175008
File box Antraciet 
175009

Platinum Bu� er 
10 pcs 153011

Personal Care Kit 
Empty   169005

Plastic Cuticle Pusher
Ideal for the beginning nail 
technician and for home use.
 178018

Push ‘n Prep
� e hygienic combination 
of a cuticle pusher and a fi le. 
Great to prepare the natural 
nail prior to any nail service. 
Easily prep around the cuticle 
and in the sidewalls. 

178120

Double spatula 
� is double sides spatula can 
be used for mixing gels, paints 
and to pinch stiletto nails.
 231113

Pinching tool 2 
� e pinching tool combines 
a cuticle pusher and 
pterygium remover on one 
end and a strong pinching 
tool on the other. Great for 
use in competitions and to 
pinch stiletto nails. 178202

Magnetic cuticle pusher
� is cuticle pusher has a 
spoon side to push back 
the cuticle and a sharp 
pointed knife to remove the 
pterygium.
 178056

Magnetic pro pusher 
� e pro pusher is designed to 
fi t easily in the hand and the 
most popular cuticle pusher 
in the assortment. 
 178204

Cuticle pusher de luxe 
� is cuticle pusher has a 
sharp blade to remove the 
pterygium.
 178051

Magnetic Implements
Magnetic implements are available in di� erent models ensuring the right implement for every 
need and technician. � e implements are easy to sanitize. � e implements are ergonomically designed.
Tip: 99% of lifting occurs when the natural nail is not properly cleaned and prepared prior to 
application of artifi cial product. Use the Magnetic implements to ensure proper preparation.

Choosing the correct file
As a rule the lower the grit count the coarser the fi le and the bigger the actual grit sand is. As a result the fi le will make deeper scratches 
that are quite di�  cult to remove. We advise to sculpt with the brush not with the fi le to prevent service break- down. � e molecular 
structure of the artifi cial nail can be jeopardized when too much pressure is applied during the fi ling process.  
� e di� erently colored core indicates the rate of fl exibility of the fi les, the blue core is harder and the fi le as a result is 
coarser. � e yellow core is more fl exible and the fi le will feel softer.
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“Love is patient, love is kind,
love means slowly losing your mind”27 Dresses

� e regulations for Nail studio’s all over Europe become more and more 
strict. A lot of attention is being paid to hygiene in the studio. Not only 
authorized institutions but also clients watch carefully whether the rules 
of hygiene are being followed, becoming more and more critical.

Magnetic created a special Hygienic File System for the responsable 
nail techs.

� e hygienic A-quality throw-away fi les of the Magnetic Hygienic File 
System have a hard core to which you can stick di� erent kinds of grit. 
� e following types of grit are available:

• Long Lasting Boomerang Special  Zebra  100 grit 141075
• Long Lasting Boomerang Special  Zebra  180 grit 141076
• Long Lasting Flexi File  Zebra  100 grit 141077
• Long Lasting Flexi File  Zebra  180 grit 141078
• Long Lasting Flexi File  Zebra  220 grit 141079

Another benefi t of the Magnetic Hygienic File System is its attractive 
pricing. Packed per 50 grits with a free core or packed per 25 grits.

Magnetic Hygienic File System

“New A-quality 
Hygienic File System 

for each client at a 
cheaper price!”

Disposable Longlasting 
Zebra Boomerang Special 
100 grit 50pcs 141075
100 grit 25pcs 141085

180 grit 50pcs 141076
180 grit 25pcs 141086

Disposable Longlasting Zebra 
100 grit 50pcs 141077
100 grit 25pcs 141087

180 grit 50pcs 141078
180 grit 25pcs 141088

220 grit 50pcs 141079
220 grit 25pcs 141089

Centre for Disposable Flexi  
1pc   141091
5pcs 141080

Disposable Longlasting 
Zebra 
80 grit 50pcs 141072
80 grit 25pcs 141082

100 grit 50pcs 141073
100 grit 25pcs 141083

180 grit 50pcs 141074
180 grit 25pcs 141084

Hygienic Foot File 
System 141070

Centre for Disposable XXL 141092 5pcs 

Disposable Longlasting Zebra XXL 
150 grit 50pcs  141098
150 grit 25pcs  141099

180 grit 50pcs  141100
180 grit 25pcs  141101

Centre for Disposable 
Boomerang Special 
1pc   141090
5pcs 141081
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“Everybody has secrets, the trick is just 
fi nding out what they are”� e Girl With � e Dragon Tatoo

A Curve Tips
� ese tips have a strong deep c-curve and a short 
contact area for easy application and blending of 
the tip.

Available in boxes of 
100 pcs 150199 
500 pcs 150216 (10 sizes).
Refi ll sizes: 
1. 150201 6.  150206
2. 150202 7.  150207
3. 150203 8.  150208
4. 150204 9.  150209
5. 150205 10.  150210

Stiletto tips
� e fastest way to create a set of razor sharp stiletto 
nails. � e tips have the correct shape and no contact 
area and are available in three colors: french, natural and 
clear. � e Stiletto tips are available in boxes of 100 pcs:

Natural  100 pcs 150023
Clear  100 pcs 150024

Deep C Tips
� e Deep C tips have a deep c-curve and a more 
dramatic side profi le. � ese tips fi t perfectly on a 
more curved natural nail.

Available in boxes of 
100 pcs  150089
500 pcs  150215 (10 sizes). 
Refi ll sizes:
1. 150050 6.  150055
2. 150051 7.  150056
3. 150052 8.  150057
4. 150053 9.  150058
5. 150054 10.  150059

French Square Tips
� e French Square tip has a short contact area and 
a natural smile line, ideal for the client who wants a 
natural French manicure that last a little bit longer.

Available in boxes of 
100 pcs 150090
500 pcs 150218 (10 sizes). 
Refi ll sizes:
1. 150500 6.  150505
2. 150501 7.  150506
3. 150502 8.  150507
4. 150503 9.  150508
5. 150504 10.  150509

Straight Forward Tips (S.F)
For competition style nails with a deep c-curve and a 
straight side profi le, a deep smile line and no contact 
area giving the technician freedom of application.

S.F. Natural 
120 pcs 150084
360 pcs 150536
Refi ll sizes:
00. 150539 5.  150545 
0. 150540 6.  150546 
1. 150541 7.  150547
2. 150542 8.  150548
3. 150543 9.  150549
4. 150544 10.  150550

Ultra Form Tips
� e most Universal tip in the collection. � e 
longer contact area has a proper fi t on even the 
most problematic nails and the medium c-curve 
ensures a natural looking nail.

Ultra Form tips are Disponibile in confezioni da:
120 pcs 150087
600 pcs 150221 (12 sizes)
Refi ll sizes:
00. 150028 5.  150034
0. 150029 6.  150035  
1.  150030 7.  150036
2.  150031 8.  150037
3.  150032 9.  150038
4.  150033 10.  150039

56

Natural  100 pcs 150023
Clear  100 pcs 150024Clear  100 pcs 150024Clear

Available in boxes of 
100 pcs 150090
500 pcs 150218 (10 sizes). 
Refi ll sizes:
1. 150500 6.  150505
2. 150501 7.  150506
3. 150502 8.  150507
4. 150503 9.  150508
5. 150504 10.  150509

Ultra Form tips are Disponibile in confezioni da:
120 pcs 150087
600 pcs 150221 (12 sizes)
Refi ll sizes:
00. 150028 5.  150034
0. 150029 6.  150035  
1.  150030 7.  150036
2.  150031 8.  150037
3.  150032 9.  150038
4.  150033 10.  150039

Designer Stiletto Tips Natural 100 pcs 150020 
Designer Stiletto Tips Clear 100 pcs 150021

Showtips XL Natural  100 pcs 150016
Showtips XL French 100 pcs 150015

Tips
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Salon Spray Bottle  178098Magnetic Extender Tips 10pcs  130056Tip Declogger Pins 10 pcs  130022
Empty Spray Bottle 100ml  178037 Fingertip Pump dispenser  178088 Disinfection Tray Deluxe  136061 Dispenser For Nail wipes  178004

Salon Essentials
Magnetic has a solution 
for every need of the nail 
technician. Ranging from 
sanitizing liquids and 
products to prepare the 
natural nail before product 
application.

All the products comply 
with the European 
regulation. Hygiene is one 
of the most important 
elements in a healthy salon 
environment, proper use 
of the needed products 
and materials is vital in up 
keeping this.

Glues 

Instant nail glue 3g. 130013

Brush on glue 6g. 125014

Instant nail glue 15g. 130015

Magnetic Primers
Primers are used to promote 
adhesion of gel or acrylics without 
damaging the natural nail of the 
client. � e Magnetic Primers are 
non-acidic and air drying. Apply 
around the cuticle and over the 
entire nail surface before application. 
� e Magnetic Primers are non 
corrosive and non yellowing. 

Soft Bond Primer 130011

Prep & Wipe
2 in 1 product: to clean the nail plate 
and remove the sticky layer of gel. 
Replaces Nail Cleanser and Finishing 
Wipe.

100ml Spray  135021
100ml  135015
500ml  135016
1000ml  135017

Personal protection:
To protect yourself when working 
in the nail salon we advise the use of 
gloves, safety glasses and dust masks. 
Prolonged and excessive exposure 
to the products used in the nail 
salon needs to be limited to prevent 
allergic reactions.

Surgical Mask 175025
Surgical Mask pink 175024

Safety glasses 178038

Vinyl Gloves Powder free
Transparent/white 

XS 136089
S 136090
M 136091
L 136092

Nitril Gloves Powder free black 

S 136105
M 136106
L 136107
XL 136108

Pink 

S 136111
M 136112
L 136113

Brush Wipes
� e Brush Wipes are specifi cally 
designed for cleaning your brush. 
� e bigger size and great absorption 
strength make these great to use 
when working with acrylic liquid. 
You can also put these brush wipes 
in your brush box to protect the hair 
of the brush. 

Brush Wipes 175019

Nail Wipes
Nail Wipes are great to use when 
preparing the natural nail and when 
working with gel because the Nail 
Wipes are lint free. 

Nail Wipes 175022

Magnetic Table Towels 
� ese Table Towels are soft to touch 
and absorb all liquids. 

Magnetic Table Towels 175012

Magnetic Table Towel White 
� ese Table Towels have a plastic 
protective layer to protect the 
surface of the table 

Magnetic Table Towels White 175017

Nail Aid 231112

Polish Corrector Pen 231015

Acetone
Pure Acetone is used when soaking 
o�  acrylic, Soak-O�  gels or Gelpolish. 
Acetone is available in di� erent sizes 

Acetone 500ml  135002
Acetone 1000ml  135040

Remover Non Acetone
Remover Non Acetone is a fast 
acting nail polish remover that does 
not dehydrate the skin. Remover 
Non Acetone is available in di� erent 
sizes: 

Remover Non acetone 100ml  135020
Remover Non acetone 1000ml  135022

Alcohol
Alcohol 70% is advised to sanitize 
and to disinfect implements and 
tools. Bits used during electric 
fi lling can also be disinfected using 
Alcohol. Alcohol is available in 
di� erent sizes: 

Alcohol 1000ml  136030

Hand Cleanser
Hand Cleanser is designed to clean 
and sanitize the hands of the nail 
technician and the client before 
commencing the treatment. Spray 
on the hands and “wash” the hands 
to activate the Hand Cleanser. Hand 
Cleanser is available in di� erent sizes: 

Hand cleanser 100ml  136011
Hand cleanser 1000ml  136010

Finishing Wipe
Finishing Wipe is designed 
specifi cally to remove the inhibition 
layer of gel nails after curing and 
will leave the nails with a super high 
shine. 

Finishing Wipe 100ml  135010
Finishing Wipe 1000ml  135012

Nail Cleanser
Nail Cleanser is a natural nail 
dehydrator and is used prior to 
application of gel or acrylics. Nail 
Cleanser is available in di� erent sizes: 

Nail Cleanser spray 100ml  136021
Nail Cleanser 100ml  136020
Nail Cleanser 1000ml  136022
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� e Colors by Magnetic are top quality nail polishes for 
professional and are a great retailing item in every salon. 
� e colors are chosen by trend watchers looking at fashion 
on the high streets and during fashion shows translating 
these trends to the nail salon and its clients.
� e stunning colors have a very high opacity and are chip 
resistant. � e Colors are easy to apply and fast drying. 
� e Colors comply with the European regulations and are 
Toluene and Formaldehyde free. 

NAIL POLISHNAIL POLISH

the Colors
“� e stunning colors have a very 

high opacity and are chip resistant”

Check our website for the latest colors!
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SEAL & PROTECT SOLUTION
Innovation in nail styling: Seal & Protect Solution. It protects the natural nail and helps to improve 
damaged nails, gives perfect adhesion with all artifi cial nail systems and attaches lifted parts of artifi cial 
nails. An absolute must have for any nail and Gelpolish technician.

Step 1.
Prepare the nail, push back 
the cuticle and remove the 
Pterygium. Remove the dust 
with a brush.

Step 2.
Clean the nail 
with Prep & 
Wipe (135021). 
Using Prep & 
Wipe is essential 
for the success 
of the service.

Step 3.
Apply one layer Seal & Protect 
Solution (130007) and cure 2 
minutes in the UV lamp or 1.5 
minute in the Twinlight. 

Step 4.
Remove the residue of Seal & 
Protect with a dry Nail Wipe, 
using fi rm pressure. After this 
step you can choose to apply 
artifi cial product. Seal & Protect 
creates extreme adhesion with 
nail polish, Gelpolish and all 
artifi cial nail products, even 
without fi ling the natural nail 
surface. 

Step 5.
Apply the second layer Seal 
& Protect Solution. Cure for 2 
minutes in the UV lamp or 1.5 
minute in the Twinlight.

Step 6.
Repeat step 4.

Step 7.
Apply the third layer Seal & 
Protect Solution. Cure for 2 
minutes in the UV lamp or 1.5 
minute in the Twinlight. 

Step 8.
Repeat step 4. Finish the 
service with cuticle oil.

Before the 
treatment 

  Seal & Protect protects, improves, strengthens and enhances natural Nails
   Seal & Protect recovers damaged nails visibly
   Seal & Protect can be offered as a stand-alone nail strengthening 

treatment, the first professional nail hardener
          Seal & Protect creates extreme adhesion for nail polish, Gelpolish and all 

artificial nail products

Step 5.
Apply the second layer Seal 
& Protect Solution. Cure for 2 
minutes in the UV lamp or 1.5 
minute in the Twinlight.

� e end result

BEFORE AFTER

✓ Protects the natural nail ✓ Can be offered as a stand-alone nail strengthening treatment
✓ Recovers damaged nails visibly ✓ Extreme adhesion ✓ Re-attaches lifted parts
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NAIL CARE
& NAIL FORCE

Nail Care by Magnetic
� e Magnetic Nail Care products are among the absolute 
must haves for any nail technician. Fast drying Top Coats or 
Nail Art Sealers, these products are great for use in the salon 
and to retail to your clients. � e well balanced formulas and 
consistent quality helps to elongate the wear of nail polish. 

Magnetic Nail Force products are treatments that help 
promote beautiful natural nails….
� ese products are designed to achieve every woman’s 
whish… Long beautiful natural nails that are resistant and 
strong. � e Nail Force products solve specifi c problems that 
clients are faced with. � ese therapeutic treatments are 
suitable for salon use and retail. 

Before you can advise your client which product will be 
most suitable for her you need to know the exact problem.

Base Coat Clear 
� is base coat is specifi cally made for use under a 
glitter or shimmering nail polish, or when the client 
wants to wear transparent polish.

15ml 167001

   

Base Coat Matt pink 
� is semi opaque base coat ensures a better 
coverage of nail polish and makes for a smooth 
base to apply the polish on.

75ml 167101

   
Ridge Filler 
� e ideal base coat for use on uneven nail plates, 
the Ridge Filler will smooth out the nail surface for 
ease of polish application.

15ml 167004
75ml 167103

  

ease of polish application.

 

Quick Dry Top Coat 
� is thin and fast drying top coat gives a mirror 
like shine.

7,5ml 167003s
15ml 167003
75 ml 167104

 

 167104

  

Nail Art Sealer 
� is top coat has a thicker viscosity to protect 
nail art and paint. � e thickness is also great when 
working with Rhinestones or stickers.

15ml 167008
75ml 167107

   
Yellow Stopper 
� is top coat contains optical enhancers to 
brighten the white and pink of a French manicure 
nail. Store Yellow Stopper in a dark and cool place.

15ml 167006

   

Matt Finish Top Coat 
� is top coat gives a matte fi nish to any 
nail polish. It is ideal as base when painting 
nail art. Matte Finish Top Coat can also be 
used on men’s nails.

15ml 167009

  
Super Fast Dry Multi Coat 
� is multipurpose product can be used as 
a base and as a top coat. � is thin coat has 
a high shine and is ideal for retail.

15ml 167010

Instant Nail Hardener 
A formaldehyde free topical hardener. Instantly 
improve the hardness of the natural nail 
when applied in two- three layers. It does 
not penetrate in the natural nail, giving a 
temporary hardness.

15ml 167012

So pearly Top Coat 
� is topcoat has a beautiful glistening 
shimmer e� ect and is great when used 
over French Manicure. It is an elegant look 
perfect to compliment each service. 

15ml 167014

Strong Support, caring base coat 
For strong, long nails. Strong Support 
helps keep your nails strong and perfect. 
It is more than a maintenance product, it 
is a continuous therapy to keep your nails 
long and attractive. If the nails are already 
strong and healthy, Strong Support helps 
to keep them in good condition and 
protect them.

15ml 231102

Shielding Splits for soft splitting nails 
Shielding Splits helps to repair weak, thin 
or split nails. � e unique formula with 
provitamin B5 seals the layers of the 
nail together. With each layer, Shielding 
Splits strengthens and thickens the nails, 
and generates additional strength and 
fl exibility.

15ml  231103

White Knight, vitamin nail whitener
White Knight intensifi es the natural 
color of the nails. � e free edge becomes 
a glowing white and the pink of the nail 
bed becomes more noticeable. White 
Knight gives nails the natural, fresh 
e� ect of a French Manicure with a shiny 
gloss fi nish. Great with black lights! � is 
carefully developed formula guarantees a unique 
combination of care and decoration! White 
Knight can also be used on artifi cial nails, making 
a yellowing French Manicure brand new with only 
one coat!

15 ml 231105

  

Soft Solution, cuticle scrub gel
Soft Solution helps to loosen cuticles and 
excess eponychium on the nail plate. � e 
miniature scrub softens the skin in order 
to help you push back the cuticle with 
care. � e nail plate becomes perfectly 
clean, ensuring nail lacquer to last longer.

15 ml 231106

Brides Base
A multifunctional Base Coat with 
a modest shimmer e� ect. A semi 
translucent cream color that enhances 
the nails of all clients but especially 
suitable for blushing brides!

15 ml 167013

Cuticle Oils
� e soothing cuticle oil, nourishes the cuticle and protects the nails. 
� ese fragrant oils are a perfect retail item. Advise your client to use 
cuticle oil twice a day to maintain fl exibility.

Cuticle Oil Lemon 

7,5ml 167005 S
15ml 167005
75ml 167105

    

Cuticle Oil Apricot 

7,5ml 167007s
15ml 167007
75ml 167106

    

   
Non Oily Cuticle Care 
A non oily moisturizing cuticle 
conditioner

15ml 167011
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ELECTRIC FILES & BITS
� e use of the electrical fi le will help the nail technicians to alleviate excess 
tension in the muscles preventing RSI symptoms. Proper use of the machine 
is taught in the Magnetic Nail Academy classes. You can only have complete 
control when you have been properly trained.

Practical tips when working with the electrical file:
•  Hold the hand piece loosely in your hand, do not hold it overly tense as this 

can lead to RSI.
•  Because the electric fi le creates very fi ne dust particles you have to protect 

yourself with a dust mask and safety glasses.
•  Do not wear loose clothing and put your hair in a pony tail, this will help to 

prevent the fi le from getting stuck in your hair or clothing.
•  When using the electric fi le we strongly recommend good dust ventilation 

built into your table.
• Properly support the hand that holds the fi le during work.

Magnetic o� ers three di� erent machines and a vast array 
of di� erent bits, giving a suitable solution to every wish.
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Manipower Black 192010 | White 192011 

Silicone Dust Covers  
10 pcs 192008

Abrasive rolls 10 pcs
fi ne  193020
Medium 193021
Rough 193022

Safety glasses 
178038

Box for Carbide Bits 
holds 7pcs 193060

Cleaning Brush for 
Carbide Bits 193059

Bag for Manipower Silver 
175029

Bag for Manipower black 
175028

Large Barrel Carbide 
Bit Medium 193055

Mandril 
193012

Diamond cuticle bit 
193047

Carbide cuticle bit 
193048

Carbide bit revolution 
193049

 Large Barrel Carbide 
Bit Coarse 193056

Large Barrel Carbide 
Bit Fine 193057

Carbide cone bit fi ne 
for tips en gel 193045

 Safety Bit 
Medium 193058

Carbide cone bit medium
for acrylic 193046

Revolution ultra fast bit 
193054

Kick o�  bit long 
193052

Kick o�  bit short 
193053

Prep Bit 
193061

Kick Off II 192001
� is improved model o� ers top quality for the lowest price. � is machine is the best choice 
for the beginning and part time nail tech. � e Kick O�  2 has a maximum RPM of 30.000.

Revolution 192005
� e machine for the most discerning and full time working nail technician. � e strongest machine with the longest life span. � e Revolution 
comes with a chrome hand piece a foot pedal and 2 complimentary bits. � e Revolution has a maximum RPM of 30.000.

A portable electric fi  le which you can
take anywhere.  e maximum capacity
is 30,000 rpm and therefore suitable for
all fi  le operations. e Manipower is very
competitively priced and available in black
and white.

Micro Revolution 192006
� is portable machine is ideal for the 
technician that visits her clients or when 
giving classes and demonstrations. � e 
strong and stable battery ensures 3 hours of 
work time. Cordless, handy and super light. 
� e Micro Revolution has a maximum of 
20.000 RPM.

Magnetic Electric Files Magnetic Bits

Accessories:
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Magnicure UV white 2x7 
watt 190001

Magnicure UV black 2x7 
watt 190002

Magnicure comfort UV 
2x7 watt silver  190003

Eco UV Lamp 4 x 9 watt 
with Timer 190014

TwinLight UV & LED 
190016

Magnicure comfort UV 36 
watt 190010

“A million girls would kill for this job”� e Devil Wears Prada

Magnetic Electrical appliances | UV Lights

Twinlight UV & LED

  Combination lamp of UV & LED

  Cures all kind of UV & LED products

  4 di� erent timers

 -10 sec. & 30 sec. for LED

 - 1,5 min. and 2,5 min. for UV

  With hand sensor: the spotlights turn 
on and o�  automatically

  Removable bottom plate

Replacement Tubes
Bulb for Eco UV Lamp  
190015

Uv tubes Philips 
9 watt 190022

Magnicure Uv tube 
7 watt round 190000

Magnicure UV bulb 
7 watt fl at 190008 

Fingers & Toe lamp 
replacement tube 190054

Slimline daylight lamp 
replacement tube 190055

Replacement tube 
Magnicure Comfort 190056

Replacement tube Philips  
190022

Replacement tube for
190001, 190002, 190003:

Round 190000

Straight 190008

Salon essentials

Magnetic Para�  ne Bath 
193024

Para�  ne 800ml 
463810

Kay Line (Table vent) 
270100

Adjust-a-lite 190011
Adjust-a-lite replacement tube 190012

Magnetic Para�  ne Bath
193024
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Case for Nail Art paint  
117049 

Empty Paint Bottle  
123200

Nail Art Paint Palette  
117143 

Paper palette  
117039

Sponge brush 6pcs  
117038

Box empty for 16 Nail Art 
jars 117008   

Box with 12 empty 3g. 
Jars 117009   

Color Display 2pcs 
117019   

Nail Art/Tip box tips 
10pcs 150026

Master Marbler 
Tool 176017

Nail Art Box Wall Model 
A4 32x21 cm 178028

Nail Art Box 32x21 cm A4 
Black 178029 

Marbel Pen Set 5 
pieces 178068

Nail art is not only a decorative technique it is a passion shared by many nail technicians and clients worldwide. 
Magnetic o� ers tools and products for the beginning nail technician and the very advanced technician. Making 
beautiful nail art is a skill that needs to evolve and grow slowly…. During this process we o� er readymade nail art 
articles like stickers and Water Decals. All the products used in nail art are chosen and developed by the Magnetic 
team of trainers, many of whom are genuine authorities in this area.

� e clients will fall in love with the endless options that you can give them, helping in setting you apart 
from your competition. 

Channel your creativity and create sublime Nail Art with Magnetic.

Check our website for the latest Nail Art Paint, Stripe It’s & Glitter colors!
www.magne t i c n a i l d e s i g n . c om

For a selection 
of our Nail Art 

Brushes
see p.46

NAIL ART
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Metal lid for small glass 
dappendish 119054

Glass small 
119053

Plastic dappendish 
119051

Ceramic dappendish 
119050

 
Glass Dappendish with 
lid 119049

Frosted glass/RVS lid 
119055

Conical dappendish 
Black 119060
White 119061

Liquid glas with RVS Lid 
119056

� e Clamp Pinchingtool 
178079

Pinching Sticks 7 sizes 
178078

Clamps 
178001 6pcs

Metal Acrylic 
Clamps 178030 6pcs

Competition Nailforms 
250pcs 177006

Salon Nailforms 250 pcs 
177007

Stiletto Nailforms XL 
250 pcs 177008

Nail Form Support 
177010

Brush Box for 8 Brushes 
Black 117151
Aluminum 117185

Ball pen Leather w/
Swarovski Crystal 175004

Touch Pen 
175013 

Finger Protection Tape 
175011 

Apron Black 
175036 

Leatherlook Men’s Apron 
175039 

Dust Brush Large 
178002 

Manicure Bowl 
178003

Manicurebowl Seashell 
Acetone Resistant 178058

Seashellbowl Acetone 
Resistant 178075 

Dispencer for Nail wipes 
178004

Finger Support 
178013 

Bowl to Soak-O�  gel & 
acrylics 178022 

Tilter for Nail polish/Gel 
jar 178031 

Practice Finger 
178034 

Practice foot 
224012

Nailbrush 
178042

Magnetic nail scrub brush 
178200

Orange wood sticks 20pcs 
178052 

Arm Support XL 
Black 179002

Nail trainer 4 fi ngertips + 
1 thumb tips 235019

� umb tips nail trainer 
5pcs 235014

Fingertips nail trainer 5pcs 
235013

Nail trainer 
235010

Nail Art paint palette 
117143

Sunfl ower rhinestone case 
117142

Holder Business cards 
Clear 178036 

Appointment cards 
Great Gatsby/Light 178092

Appointment cards 
Retro 40’s/Dark 178087 

Rhinestone wheel small 8 
comp 211073

White sleigh for fi nger 
235017

Complete fi nger for nail 
trainer 235015

Nail trainer nail beds 
100pcs 235011

Complete thumb for nail 
trainer 235016

White sleigh for thumb 
235018

Rhinestone wheel large 12 
comp 211090

Sticker & stencil 
book 117186

Sticker insert undivided 
10pcs 117187

Sticker book 6-pocket 
insert 10pcs 117188

Sticker book insert 
117189

Sticker book insert 10pcs 
117190

Salon Saver display 
178024

Pipette 
120039

Paper palette 
117039

Mixing jars 
212009

Empty tip 12 
compartments 178082

Color pops refi ll 
10pcs 216003
Magnetic Pop Refi lls 
20pcs 216103

Colorpops on Chain 24pcs 
117050

Counter Display 
178040

Magnetic Pop Display 
18pcs 216100

� e Easy Trainer 
235020

Magnetic Pop Display 
32pcs 216101

Tips for Easy Trainer 
235020

Magnetic Pop Display 
51pcs 216102

Magnetic BigShopper 
310214

Nail Polish Display 
168902

Nail trainer
235010

ACCESSORIES
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Magnetic Website
Home base for Magnetic online is our website. On this website you will fi nd the latest news as well as 
background information about the company and an overview of our products. For our dutch customers 
we’ve provided an easy way to sign up for a course or sign up for a monthly newsletter. � is website is our 
roadmap through the world of Magnetic.

Need help or got questions? Our Magnetic Expert team can provide you with answers on our “I am 
Magnetic“ forum. 

www.magneticnaildesign.com

Facebook
At this moment Facebook is the biggest Social media platform. Facebook is the perfect way to keep in 
touch with your customers in a direct and personal manner. Lots of people connected with Magnetic 
on Facebook share our images or share their own photos. And thanks to our followers we have a strong 
identity worldwide!

www.facebook.com/nailsbymagnetic

Twitter
With the short messaging system of Twitter we provide you with the latest news and developments. 
Especially during our shows in Utrecht, the Netherlands we are very active on Twitter to make our 
customers aware of good deals or when a new demo is starting.

Twitter messages can be shared as well, so all Magnetic friendly messages will of course be retweeted by us.

www.twitter.com/magneticnails

Youtube
Youtube is the perfect channel to show the possibilites of our products by showing videos of step by steps 
performed by our best trainers. Every now and then we fl y in Nail Art Stars to do a photo or video shoot.

www.youtube.com/magneticnaildesign

Pinterest
Pinterest is relatively new, but a great source of inspiration. You can “pin“ photos online and create your 
own moodboards. Really handy when you are trying to come up with a new cool nail art print or to 
decorate the interior of your nail salon.

www.pinterest.com/magneticnails

Instagram
Instagram is a social networking app made for sharing photos and videos from a smartphone. Similar to 
Facebook or Twitter, everyone who creates an account has a profi le and a news feed.

When you post a photo or video on Instagram, it will be displayed on your profi le.

Other users who follow you will see your posts in their own feed. Likewise, you’ll see posts from other users 
who you choose to follow.

instagram.com/magneticnaildesign

Find Magnetic online!






